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SUMMARY
A crash-fire protection system to suppress the ignition of crash-
spilled fuel that may be ingested by a T-56 turbopropeller engine is
described. This system includes means for rapidly extinguishing the
combustor flame and means for cooling and inerting with water the hot
engine parts likely to ignite engine-ingested fuel.
Combustion-chamber flames were extinguished in 0.07 second at the
engine fuel manifold.
Hot engine parts were inerted and cooled by 52 pounds of water dis-
charged at ten engine stations.
Performance trials of the crash-fire prevention system were con-
ducted by bringing the engine up to takeoff temperature_ stopping the
normal fuel flow to the engine_ starting the water dischargej and then
spraying fuel into the engine to simulate crash-ingested fuel. No fires
occurred during these trials, although fuel was sprayed into the engine
from 0.5 second to 15 minutes after actuating the crash-fire protection
system.
INTRODUCTION
As part of a continuing study of crash-fire safety for turbine-
powered aircraft, the Lewis Research Center recently completed an eval-
uation of the crash-fire protection requirements for the interior of the
T-56 turbopropeller engine. This work followed an extensive laboratory
and full-scale crash program with turbojet airplanes, which showed that
fuel spilled in the crash is often ingested into the engine with intake
air (refs. i and 2). This ingested fuel may be ignited by combustor
flames and by some of the hot metal of the engine interior. The result-
ing flames issue from the engine tailpipe and ignite other fuel spilled
around the crashed airplane to set T_ main fire.
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2Fire-setting by turbojet engines was p._eventedby rapidly extin-
guishing the normal combustor flames and al_o cooling _d inerting spe-
cific hot metal parts of the turbojet immediately upon crash (water was
the cooling and inerting agent). The turbo)et engine program showed
that cooling all the hot metal of the engine is unnecessary. Strategic
location of the points of application of the water according to the
principles discussed in reference 2 can effect a large economyin the
weight of water needed.
A similar type of crash-fire protectio_ system can be applied to a
turboprop engine because the combustor flam_ and hot-metal ignition
sources found in the turbojet engine are al_o present in the turboprop
engine. Kowever_the turboprop differs in _ few ways from the older
turbojets that have been studied. It was necessary_ therefore_ to deter-
mine whether these differences would markedly affect the arrangement of
_ crash-fire protection system. The presen_ report discusses tile crash-
fire protection system requirements determiued for the T-56 engine in
this investigation and the methods used for evaluating the effective-
n_ss of the system.
_le differences between the T-56 turbo?rop engine and the turbo-
!et engines previously studied are shownin figure i, where a dia_ram
_f the T-[_6 turboprop engine ffs comparedwith the J-S0 turbojet engine
discussed in reference 2. Both engines hav_ the samepower section diam-
eter and approximately the samemass airflow. The additional stages of
the turboprop compressor produce higher diffuser met_ temperatures
_ssociated with the higher compression rati). The m_)_imumdiffus<_r metal
temperature of the turboprop is 600° F, com0aredwith $50° F for the tur-
bojet. Because of the high temperatures in the latter stages of the tur-
boprop compressor; the fuel ingested into t_e engine is more thoro_zhly
preh(_ated and therefore will ignite more rsgidly. The combustor sections_
however, _d fronts of the turbines of both engines have similar temper-
atures and consequently have about the s_ne tendency to ignite ingested
fuel. The four-stage turbine r<<.torof the r-S6 turboprop has greater
mass '_.ndheat capacity than the single rotoc of the J-SO turbojet. The
turboprop turbine also has manyhidden surfzces that cannot be sprayed
directly with a cooling and inerting _gent. The turbine of the turbo-
prop thus is more !ik_ly th_n the turbojet to ignite fuel. However,
because more work is done by the gases in _ssing through the four-stage
turbine_ the exhaust nozzle of the turboprop runs cooler, 900° F, thsa_
that of the turbojet, ii00 ° F. Because of the higher compressor and
diffuser temperatures and the greater heat capacity of the turbine, the
T-S6 turboprop is somewhatmore likely to ff_nite ingested fuel than the
J-SO turbojet engine.
The airflow through the engine; following actuation of a crash-fire
protection system, is useful in the dlstritution of the cooling s_id in-
erring agents to the dangerously hot metal surfaces. While this airflow
maycarry crash-spilled combustibles into the engine_ it also served to
ventilate the engine. The contact time between ingested fuel and hot
surfaces is reduced with high ventilation rates_ and the likelihood of
ignition is correspondingly reduced. Likewise; this airflc_ helps to
cool the hot metal of the engine interior.
A comparison of the airflow through the T-56 and the J-Z0 after the
fuel flow to the combustors has been shut off is shownin figure 2. The
marked reduction of the T-56 airflow over the J-30 is related to the
energy absorbed by the propeller and to the action of an antiwindmilling
brake on the rotor of the T-56. After the turboprop stopped rotating at
45 seconds in a normal coastdown, the turbojet still would be turning
and p_nnpinga few pounds of air per second. A feathered propeller
stopped rotation and airflow even more quickly - in 13 seconds. If; in
a crash, the propeller were to drag the ground to a maximumwithin the
stress limits of the gearing; it is conceivable that air pumping could
stop in about i second.
DESCRIPTIONOFCRASH-FIREPROTECTIONSYSTEM
Tae crash-fire protection system for the interior of the engine
extinguishes the normal combustor flame and also inerts and cools the
dangerously hot metal surfaces that could ignite fuel. Coolant quanti-
ties and points of application within the engine3 shownin figure 3;
were obtained by a test-stand engine study following the procedures de-
scribed in reference 2. An engine fuel-manifold shutoff and drain sys-
tem quickly extinguished the combustor flame. Twotypes of water spray
systems cooled and inerted the dangerously hot metal surfaces. These
systems are described in the following paragraphs.
Fuel Shutoff and Drain System
During a normal engine shutdown_ flames persist in the combustion
liners about 0.5 second after the Allison Fuel Control Electric Cut-0ff
Valve, which is standard equipment; is energized. These flames are fed
by fuel remaining in the manifold after shutoff that normally drips from
the lower nozzles until the fuel manifold is drained by the engine dump
valve. The flame supported by the dripping fuel can instantly ignite
crash-spilled fuel ingested by the engine. These flames also will ignite
combustibles over greater limits of mixture_ pressure_ and velocity than
will the hot engine surfaces. Therefore; they should be eliminated as
quickly as possible.
The lingering flame just described was eliminated by the fuel shut-
off and drain valve shownin figure 3. This valve simultaneously stopped
the flow of fuel to the engine manifold and vented the manifold overboard.
The combustion-chamber air pressure, avail_ble at the instant the valve
operated, then reversed the flow of fuel ir the nozzles and manifold
through the overboard vent. The combustor flame was extinguished in
0.07 second.
Water Spray Systems
The water spray systems that inerted snd cooled the hot engine
parts were built to take into account the heat-dissipation properties
of the various engine parts. Thin met_l psrts such as combustion liners_
transition liners_ exhaust ducts, and turbine blades have large ratios
of surface to mass and maybe cooled quickly. Massive parts such as
turbine rotors and support structures have smaller surface-to-mass ra-
tios and cannot be cooled rapidly. For this reason_ two types of water
spray systems were used to cool the hot surfaces within the engine.
A short-duration discharge of water suppressed ignition of the thin
structures around the main gas stream. These very hot structures cool
rapidly_ and a short-duration discharge is adequate. However3 because
the surface area is large, a large flow rata is needed. The short-
duration discharge system is subsequently r_ferred to as the "combustor
system."
A slow-flow long-duration discharge of water inerted and cooled the
massive turbine rotor and rear-bearing-support structure. Because these
parts are massive3 it was necessary to iner_ and cool them until the in-
ternal heat was insufficient to reheat the _urfaces to ignition temper-
ature after the water spray was stopped. T_e long-duration water system
was located at the turbine and is subsequently referred to as the "tur-
bine system." Thesewater spray systems ar_ shownin figure 3 and are
described in detail in the following paragraphs.
Combustor system. - The combustor wates system consisted of three
subsystems. Two of these subsystems were l_cated in front of the com-
bustion chambers_ and the water from these _ubsystems inerted and cooled
the combustion liners and structures enclosing the main airstream. The
third combustor subsystem sprayed water on she outer rear surfaces of
the combustors.
Compressor-outlet subsystem: Twelve n_zzles spaced 30 ° apart in a
circumferential direction at the compressor outlet sprayed 23.0 pounds
of water into the compressor-outlet airflow (fig. _(a)). In order to
make use of the revolving rotor and the air_low to distribute the water
over the diffuser and the combustion-liner _urfaces_ each nozzle was
placed so that the water jet discharged upstream and parallel to the
14th-stage compressor stator vanes. The nozzles were aimed so that the
water jets would strike the bases of the rosating 14th-stage blades and
5be dispersed circumferentially. The airflow through the diffuser-
straightening vanes would then tend to carry the water droplets through
the diffuser to the combustion liners. Each nozzle orifice was 0.089
inch in diameter.
A cold airflow model of the diffuser and combustor sections of the
engine indicated that the water from these nozzles wet the two-thirds
of the combustor-liner surfaces farthest from the engine centerline.
The cumulative water discharge with time of the compressor-outlet sub-
system is shownin figure 4(b). To facilitate the measurementand future
duplication of the water discharge, the data shownin figure 4(b) were
obtained with the system discharging to atmospheric pressure rather than
to the declining combustor pressure of the coasting engine. Therefore_
the initial flow rate shownin figure 4(b) is somewhathigher than those
rates obtained in the engine. The cumulative water discharge with time
of all the subsystems and systems described herein was measured in this
manner.
Inner-diffuser-fairing subsystem: In order to spray water on the
liner surfaces not protected by the compressor-outlet subsystem_ the
inner-diffuser-fairing subsystem directed 10.3 pounds of water at the
surfaces of the liners nearest the axis of the engine. Six O.llT-inch-
inside-diameter tubes, centered in the support falrings_ directed water
at the inner cone of the diffuser as shownin figure 5(a). A 0.060-
inch _0.020-in.) gap between the end of each tube and the inner cone
dispersed the water from the inner ends of the tubes. The cumulative
water discharge with time is shownin figure 5(b). The water washed
over the cone surface and traveled through the gaps between the fairings
and the cone into the radially inward part of the main airstream closest
to the engine centerline.
Outer-rear-liner subsystem: The outer rear areas of the liners
with their reinforcing hat sections (fig. S(a)) are madeof thin metal;
the hat sections are not located in the main gas stream. These surfaces
and hat sections were inerted and cooled by a spray of water from nozzles
installed in the turbine-inlet casing as shownin figures 6(a) and (b).
Onepound of water was widely distributed over the surfaces of the liners
by very flat, 155° hollow-cone-pattern nozzles. The rated discharge of
these nozzles was 7.1 gallons per hour at 80 pounds per square inch gage.
These nozzles had internal cores to meter and swirl the water and thus
produce a conical pattern. They were satisfactory for this application
but are not recommendedfor hotter locations_ when these core-type noz-
zles becometoo hot and are quenched_the cores loosen and the spray pat-
tern becomeserratic. The cumulative water discharge with time of this
subsystem is plotted in figure 6(c).
These hat sections enclose a space where the airflow is negligible
and the combustible mixture may reside long enough to ignite. To reduce
the interval that the mixture mayreside in the hat sections, ventila-
tion holes were drilled in all the hat sect:_ons (but not through to the
main gas stream) as shownin figure 7. Wat_r spray and steam circula-
tion through the hat sections was increased by these holes.
The three combustor subsystems just described discharged a total
of 54.5 pounds of water from a single nitrot;en-pressurized tank as shown
in figure S(a). The pressure and volume of propelling nitrogen gas and
the discharge nozzle orifice areas were sel,_cted to give the desired
fast-flow short-duration discharge. The pr_ssure decay and total cumu-
lative water discharge of the entire combus;or system is shownin figure
S(b).
Although a propelling-nltrogen pressure of 700 pounds per square
inch gage was used as an experimental expedient in the final trials of
this system, a lower pressure might be desirable in a commercial instal-
lation. In preliminary experiments_ a prop_lling pressure as low as
400 pounds per square inch gage was satisfa_tory whenused with a larger
volume of propelling nitrogen and with larg_r and slightly different
orifices. Pressures below 400 pounds per S(Luareinch gage could produce
the desired discharge timing whenthe water is discharged through larger
orifices to atmospheric pressure. However_pressures below 400 pounds
per square inch gage maynot give satisfact(_ry results when the water is
discharged into the airstream against the eiLgine pressure during the in-
itial period of coastdown.
Someof the initial propelling-nitrogeIL pressure is expendedin
filling with water the dry-passage volumes ]_etweenthe water-supply-tank
valve and the metering discharge orifices. Large dry-passage volumes
thus reduce the pressure available at the n(,zzles and also increase the
time taken to fill the lines. Becausethe ],ropelling-pressure and water-
discharge history depend on both the volume of propelling gas and the
volume of air that must be expelled from th__line between the valve and
the nozzles_ the dry volumes of this system are shownin figure S(a). A
commercial version of the system should not have any greater dry volumes
in the water supply lines and manifolds th_L those used in this experi-
mental system. Reduceddry volumes would e_Lablea commercial version to
spray water more quickly and therefore inerl and cool the engine more
rapidly.
Turbine system. - The turbine system c(nsisted of five subsystems.
Two of the subsystems sprayed water on the _'ront and rear surfaces of
the massive rotor assembly. Two other subsystems sprayed water on the
heavy, rear turbine bearing-support assembl_'. The fifth subsystem
sprayed water both into and through the tur_,ine casing_ onto the rotor.
Surfaces of the turbine section that w_re not sprayed directly by
these subsystems were inerted by excess ste_ generated from water
sprayed on adjacent and upstream surfaces. Figure 5 shows the arrange-
ment of these subsystems3 which are designated front-rotor_ rear-rotor_
inner-rear-support_ outer-rear-support 3 and turblne-casing subsystems.
Front-rotor subsystem: Six 95° flat-spray nozzles discharged 8.5
pounds of water onto the forward surface of the first turbine wheel.
These nozzles had an equivalent orifice of 0.026-1nch diameter and a
rated discharge of 0.16 gallon per minute at lO0 pounds per square inch
gage. The installation of these nozzles is shownin figures 9(a) and(b). The water was sprayed against the direction of turbine rotation
at a 15° angle of incidence on the forward surface of the first turbine
wheel. The spray patterns overlapped to provide spray on most of the
forward face of the wheel even after engine rotation stopped. In addi-
tion to cooling and inerting the forward face of the first rotor, the
turbine cooling air carried water mist and steam to spaces between the
turbine wheels and helped to inert these zones. The cumulative water
discharge with time is shownin figure 9(c).
Rear-rotor subsystem: Three 95 ° flat-spray nozzles covered most of
the rear face of the fourth-stage turbine wheel with 2.7 pounds of water.
These nozzles had an equivalent orifice of 0.026-inch inside diameter
and a rated discharge of 0.16 gallon per minute at lO0 pounds per square
inch gage. The installation is shown in figures 10(a) and (b). These
nozzles were located next to the rim of the wheel and sprayed toward the
disk and hub. The cumulative discharge of water to atmospheric pressure
is shown in figure 10(c).
Rear-support subsystems : Two water spray subsystems cooled and in-
erted the exterior and interior of the rear turbine bearing-support strut
assembly. This strut assembly is composed of six struts and an inter-
connecting ring structure_ the six struts cross the hot turblne-exhaust
gas stream. A cross section of one of these struts is shown in figure
ll(a). One subsystem_ the inner-rear-support subsystem_ cooled and In-
erted the interior of the struts and interconnecting ring structure_
the other subsystem_ the outer-rear-support subsystem 3 cooled the ex-
terior of that assembly:
(i) Inner-rear-support subsystem: The inside of the tubular strut -
ring structure supporting the rear turbine bearing was sprayed with 0.7
pound of water through the open strut ends. Six nozzles 3 each producing
an 80 ° semihollow-cone-pattern spray_ were located outside of the engine
as shown in figure ll(a). These nozzles had a 0.0_O-inch orifice and
a rated discharge of 0.1 gallon per minute at 100 pounds per square inch
gage. The cumulative water discharge from this subsystem is shown in
figure _(b).
(2) Outer-rear-support subsystem: Six 95 ° flat-spray nozzles_
mounted in the inner-rear-exhaust cone, sprayed 0.7 pound of water on
8the outside of the bases of the struts and ,he interconnecting ring
assembly. These nozzles had an equivalent orifice of 0.026-inch inside
diameter and a rated discharge of 0.16 gallon per minute at i00 pounds
per square inch gage. Details of the installations are shownin figure
12(a). The cumulative water discharge is shownin figure 12(b). Only
a small amount of water was needed to cool the exterior of these struts
because this section of the engine is partl_ r protected by the upstream
combustor system.
The four turbine subsystems just desc_.bed were supplied from a
single tank containing 9._ pounds of water _ shownin figure 13(a).
The volume and pressure of propelling nitrogen and the nozzle orifice
areas were selected to give the desired long-duration discharge.
To prevent the flow of turbine gases from the front-rotor nozzles
to the rear-rotor nozzles during engine operation_ a check valve was
installed in the tube supplying the front t1_bine subsystem. Less water
was needed to cool the rear-bearing-support struts than to cool the rotor
because of the difference in mass and heat _apacity. For this reason_ a
relief valve was installed as a pressure-op_rated variable orifice. This
relief valve began to close about 20 second_ after the system was actuated
and thereby reduced the flow rate to the irmer- and outer-support subsys-
tems (figs. ll(b) and 12(b)).
The total comulative water discharge w_th time of these four turbine
subsystems_ along with the propelling-nitro_en pressure decay in the
tank, is shown in figure 13(b). Less initi_ propelling pressure was
used for these turbine subsystems than in tle combustor system (150
against 700 ib/sq in. gage) because smaller initial discharge rates were
needed.
Turbine-casing subsystem: The separatfon space between the turbine
casing and each stage of the turbine stator assemblies has the form of
an annular chamberrunning circumferentiall_ around the engine as shown
in figure l_(a). Water was sprayed into th_ annular chambersformed by
the first-_ second-_ and third-stage stator assemblies and onto the tur-
bine rotor. No water was sprayed into the _nnular chamber formed by the
fourth-stage stator assembly. A slow flow cf water over a long interval
cooled these metal parts while providing in_rting steam around their
surfaces; 8.3 pounds of water discharged thlough three nozzles at a con-
stant rate for 600 seconds.
The single orificej 0.026 inch in dlam_ter_ located inside the
first-stage annular chamber sprayed water il this chamberas shown in
figure 14(b). Expansion joints between segm.entsof the first-stage
stator assembly allowed water and steam to _scape towards the turbine
rotor.
A single 80° flat-spray nozzle discharged water into each of the
second- and third-stage annular chambersand onto the turbine rotor and
base of the stator assemblies (fig. 14(b)). Each nozzle was located
inside one of the annular chambersat the top of the engine and directly
above an expansion joint in the stator assembly (fig. 14(c)). A 5/16-
Inch-diameter hole was drilled through these stator assemblies at the
expansion joint. The nozzles were placed in the turbine casing so that
most of the water passed through the holes and onto the rotor and base
of the stator assembly (figs. 14(b) and (c)).
These two nozzleG were oriented so that the flat spray was approx-
imately parallel to the stator vanes as shownin figure 14(d). This
water-cooled and inerted the rotor and the interstage seal assemblies.
The edges of the water spray patterns were intercepted by the edges of
the holes, and inerted and cooled the annular chambersformed by the
second- and third-stage stator assemblies.
These three nozzles of the turbine-casing system were supplied from
a single tauk under a constant pressure of 15 pounds per square inch
gage (fig. 3). Each nozzle discharged an equal quantity of water. A
separate driving-gas supply was used to maintain a regulated pressure of
15 pounds per square inch gage on the water-supply tank. Check valves
were used to prevent the flow of hot turbine gases through the system
during normal engine operation.
_IAL_OCEDUREANDC0_I_0_
To evaluate the effectiveness of the crash-fire protection system,
trial runs were madewith the T-56 engine mounted on a test stand.
Severe crash fuel spillage was simulated by fuel sprays placed in the
engine inlet and tailpipe to produce the most hazardous conditions of
crash-generated fuel mist and llquid-fuel spillage described in refer-
ences 1 and 2. The fuel mist can be carried through the engine inlet
airflow, and liquid fuel might enter the engine inlet or tallpipe after
the airplane is no longer moving and the engine has stopped. For these
trials, the engine was mounted on a portable test stand consisting of a
stripped C-82 airframe (fig. 15). The engine was fastened to one of the
reciprocating-engine fire-wall structures. The cargo compartmentwas
used to house the control room. This three-wheeled test stand allowed
the engine to be oriented to various wind directions and to be hangared
for experimental modifications.
In trials of this protection system, engine conditions correspond-
ing to those that would exist in a crash on takeoff were established.
This represents the most severe crash-flre hazard because the engine tem-
peratures are highest under these conditions.
lO
To simulate takeoff conditions, the engine was operated at maximum
power and maximumturbine-inlet temperature (1780° F) until the temper-
atures of massive metal parts such as the turbine rotor reached equilib-
rium. Then, at a momentthat corresponded to airplane crash, the fuel
flow to the engine combustors was stopped and the water spray system
was actuated.
Three-tenths of a second after the engine fuel valves were closed,
JP-5 fuel was sprayed into the engine inlet to simulate ingestion of
crash-spilled fuel. Initially, fuel was sprayed into the inlet to match
the airflow, approximating a twice-stoichiometric fuel-air ratio; a
twice-stoichiometric fuel-air ratio was used because this mixture is the
most easily ignited. As the engine slowed, the inlet air velocity be-
cametoo slow to carry the coarse twice-stoichiometric spray and the
fuel began to collect in the bottom of the inlet duct. This spray was
then replaced by 4-to-5-second-long pulses of atomized fuel spray. The
pulsed, atomized fuel spray was directed into both the inlet and exhaust.
Fuel sprayed into the exhaust impinged on tae rear turbine bearing-
support assemblies and the last-stage turbine rotor. The pulsing of the
fuel spray covered a range of fuel-air ratios from too lean up to too
rich. During the latter part of engine coastdown, the pulsed spray was
actuated at lO-second intervals. After the engine had stopped rotating,
the spray was actuated at 15-second intervals until 3 minutes after fuel
shutoff. From 3 until 7 minutes after fuel shutoff, the pulsed spray
was actuated every 30 seconds; and from 7 to 15 minutes it was actuated
every 60 seconds.
JP-5 grade fuel was selected for the p_rformance trial fuel sprays
because it represents the kerosene-type fuel intended for commercial use.
The spontaneous ignition temperature of this fuel is one of the lowest
of all the combustible liquids carried in s turboprop airplane.
In a normal engine shutdown, the fifth- and tenth-stage compressor
bleed valves normally reopen for the next start. In these trials, the
compressor bleeds were kept closed to prevent inlet-ingested fuel from
entering the nacelle through these compressor bleed valves. In prelim-
inary experiments, fuel sprayed directly into the YC-130nacelle did not
ignite. However, passage through the compressor atomizes and heats the
fuel. Fuel so mixed and heated in the comrressor becomesmuchmore
easily ignited, and it is believed that such fuel should be excluded
from the nacelle if practicable.
The propeller coastdown pitch was selected to give the two possible
extremes of a 45-second, normal flat-pitch coastdownand a 13-second
feathered coastdown. This was done to simulate the most severe ignition
conditions for both the initial and later _hases of a coastdown after
the combustor fuel was shut off. In the iritial part of the coastdown,
the 13-second feathered coastdownhad been found easier to protect, since
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it required less water to inert and cool the combustion liners. However,
the continued rotation and airflow of the normal 45-second coastdown
helped carry cooling water over the turbine and permitted the turbine to
be inerted and cooled with less water in the later period of the coast-
down. To insure that the final system would be satisfactory for both
modesof coastdown, both coastdown propeller-pltch selections were used
in these evaluation trials.
Becausethe ambient air temperature ranged between 25° and 32° F
during someof the experiments, a 6-percent inhibited sodium chloride
solution was added to the water in those experiments. A more suitable
antifreeze solution for operational use, lithium chloride, is described
in reference 3.
FIRE DETECTION
Fires that resulted from inadequacies of the preliminary crash-fire
protection system were often difficult to detect. Visible or audible
propagation of fire out of the exhaust or inlet provided a reliable
affirmative indication of fire. However_a fire can occur inside of the
engine without a visual flame or audible explosion propagating out of
the engine. The final form of the engine crash-fire inerting system
described in this report prevented these local internal engine fires as
well as those that propagate out of the inlet and exhaust.
The most sensitive and reliable meansof detecting these local in-
ternal fires was by taking motion pictures through windows in the
combustion-chamber housing; these windows are shownin figure 16. The
longitudinal row of three windows_whenphotographed at 50 frames per
second, also indicated the direction of propagation and thus pointed
to the sources of ignition. Weakflames of less than 1/10-second dura-
tion could be photographed.
Thermocouple fire detectors, although useful in preliminary studies
of the ignition hazards in the T-56 engine_ were not capable of detect-
ing brief flashes of flame when almost enoughwater to prevent fire had
been used.
Pressure pulses within the engine_ causedby fire or explosions,
were a useful supplement to the other methods of fire detection in both
preliminary and final performance trials. Although pressure-pulse fire
detectors were more sensitive than the thermocouple fire detectors, they
were not as reliable as the motion pictures taken through the windows
for detecting brief flames in the engine.
Indications from the methods of detecting fire were reviewed in each
experiment to determine whether fire did or did not occur. Although the
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function of a crash-fire protection system requires only that the engine
must not ignite fuel spilled outside the engine3 the objective that all
detectable nonpropagating flame within the engine also be prevented was
realized. Flames within the engine_ even though they do not propagate_
indicate marginal fire suppression.
RESULTSOFPERFORMANCI',TRIALS
The crash-fire protection system just described kept the T-56 en-
gine from igniting ingested fuel in twenty severe performance trials.
Ten of the twenty trials were madeusing a long engine coastdown time
of 35 to 45 seconds_while the remaining ten trials were madeusing a
short coastdown time of 15 seconds. If# i_ a crash_ the propellers were
to drag the ground to impose the maximumt(,rque within the stress limits
of the gearing_ it is estimated that the r(,tation and air pumping could
stop in about 1 second.
Such short coastdowns are considered lmlikely in a crash_ and no
attempt was made to duplicate these condit_!ons in this test-stand study.
However 3 it is believed that these previously described water spray sys-
tems will prevent a crash fire even if sucl a short coastdown should
occur. If the engine coastdown is of shorl, duration_ the large amount
of steam produced by the water systems will not be carried out of the
engine by the airflow. This steam fills tle interior of the engine and
inerts and cools the hot metal parts. The smaller amount of combustor
water that reaches the turbine should be b_anced by the increased amount
of steam that will remain around the turbii_e to inert and cool the hot
rotor assembly.
GENERAL REMARK_
The quantity of water used by the crash-fire protection system pos-
sibly could be reduced further by curtailing the time during which igni-
tion is suppressed. Figure 17 shows the s_Lount of water discharged by
the crash-fire protection system as a funciion of time after fuel shut-
off. By protecting the engine only until _ certain time_ the water that
has not been discharged by that time could be eliminated. The potential
saving of water accomplished, however# may be more than offset by the
attending increase in potential hazard. Although water from both the
combustor and turbine systems was expended in 600 seconds as shown in
figure 17, fire protection persisted at le_t through the 15-minute (900-
sec) periods of the operational trials.
In a crash 3 the clouds of fuel mist tILat may be drawn through and
ignited by the engine are likely to persisi_ for less than 17 seconds
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after a fuel tsmk is ruptured. This 17-second time period is the most
hazardous period for crash-fire ignitioni after 17 seconds a lesser
hazard exists from fuels spilled in the liquid form. A more complete
discussion of this hazard time is given in references 1 and 2. If the
system operation were initiated in a crash at the instant of violent
fuel-tank rupture, protection against the major hazard of the 17-second
fuel-mist cloud might be obtained with a system that provided protection
for only 17 seconds. Figure 17 indicates that 14.2 pounds of water may
be eliminated with such a system. However, preliminary experiments
showedthat the turbine remained hot enoughto ignite JP-5 fuel after
the 17 seconds of cooling. Therefore, if a 17-second system is used,
the engine may ignite fuel spilled in liquid form in the latter phases
of the crash.
The protection of a iV-second system also may be lost if it is de-
signed to be actuated manually. If the pilot anticipated the crash and
operated the system prematurely (to the extent that the iV-second pro-
tection expires before the fuel-mist cloud forms or disperses), the hot
turbine, cleared of steam, would ignite the ingested fuel mist. It
appears_ therefore_ that the effectiveness of the system would be unduly
jeopardized by limiting the period of protection in order to reduce the
quantity of coolant slightly.
In designing a production-engine system, somechanges in details
from the system described herein are to be expected because of manufac-
turing necessity. The geometry of the nozzle installations probably can
be modified in minor ways if the distributions and discharge histories
of water in the various subsystems are essentially unchanged. On the
basis of experience gained in the experimental program, it is felt that
minor variations in nozzle angles and spray patterns will not produce
major changes in the effectiveness of the system. Consequently, it is
believed that the system will not require precise duplication in its
manufacture. Whenmajor modifications are involved, it would be desir-
able to subject the modified protection system to trials similar to
those described herein.
The integrity of the system must not be allowed to deteriorate dur-
ing its flight life or during a crash if it is to fully protect against
crash-ignltion in the most severe exposures to crash-spilled fuel. On
the other hand, experience obtained during preliminary studies on the
T-56 engine showedthat minor damageor blockage of individual nozzles
does not result in a complete loss of crash-fire protection. In some
preliminary experiments, water lines to individual nozzles have broken
and caused only local flames that did not propagate into the main gas
stream. A crash-fire hazard does not exist under these circumstances.
Whenthis T-56 engine is installed in an airplane, additional
studies will be needed to determine whether the exhaust ducting and
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exterior of the engine can ignite crash-spiLled fuel. The need for an
exterior fire-prevention system will depend largely on the ventilation
provided the exterior of the engine and any exhaust duct that may be
used. These hot surfaces should be subjected to test fuel-spray trials
in the airflow and temperature environment provided by the airframe in
which they are installed. Since the interior water systems can help
cool the exterior surfaces by conductlon, they should be used when making
these studies. The interior water systems rill also tend to inert and
cool the exhaust ducting. If protection is required for the exhaust
ducting and the exterior of the engine, the methods described in refer-
ence 2 may be used. In the method described in these references, the
hot exterior surfaces are covered with a waffled grid of fine mesh
screen. Manifolds located between the screen and the exterior surfaces
spray water onto the hot surfaces. The screen holds the water in con-
tact with the hot surfaces during cooling.
A complete aircraft fire-protection sy_tem will also require the
deenergizing of ignition sources not associ:_ted with the engine by the
methods described in reference 1. These ignition sources include other
hot surfaces, such as those associated with auxiliary powerplants and
combustion heaters_ and the sparks and hot "_ires produced when electrical
power networks and equipment are destroyed.
A suitable method of initiating the action of these crash-fire pro-
tection systems is also needed. At present, manual actuation appears
preferable. The actuation switch must be r_adily accessible for crash
operation but safe from inadvertent actuati)n in normal flight. An en-
tirely automatic system actuated by events Leading to fuel spillage in
the crash has been proposed in reference 4. Such automatic systems can
be considered for airplane use only after h Lghly reliable equipment has
been developed and tested.
Lewis Research Center
National Aeronautics and Space Adminis _ration
Cleveland_ Ohio_ March 26, 1959
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Figure 4. - Compressor-outlet subsystem
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Figure 7- - Ventilation holes drilled in hat
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Figure 8. - Combustor system.
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Figure 8. - Concluded. Combustor system.
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Figure 9. - Concluded. Front-rotor subsystem.
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Figure lO. - Concluded. Rear-rotor subsystem.
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Figure ll. - Inner-rear-support _ubsystem.
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(a) Water spray nozzle installation.
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Figure 12. - Outer-rear-support subsystem.
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Figure 15. - Turbine rotor and rear-bearing-support subsystems_
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Figure 13. - Concluded. Turbine rotor and rear-bearing-support
subsystems.
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(a) Annular chambers between turbine casing and turbin_ stator assemblies.
Water
0.02C- in. -diam orifice inl
g:_s _'low j i!
(b) Water spray nozzle installatior.
Figure 14. - Turblne-caslng suhsy_ tem.
4th-stage
turbine rotor
55
murbine ca$ing_ _ r-- Flat- spray nozzle
*d
Turbine stator
(c) Typical installation of flat-spray nozzle in annular chamber
between stator assembly and turbine casing.
(d) Top view of turbine stator assemblies showing figure
direction of water spray.
Figure 14. - Concluded. Turbine-casing subsystem.
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